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The goal of this paper is to shed new light on A-movement reconstruction, i.e. the 
phenomenon in which an A-moved quantifier can scope both in its raised and base positions
(cf. May, 1977):

(1) Some politiciani is likely ti to address John's constituency.  >> likely / likely >> 
While (1) supports the view that reconstruction in A-movement is possible (cf. Wurmbrand &
Bobaljik, 1999), there are counterexamples which support the opposite view (Lasnik, 1998):

(2) a. No one is certain to solve the problem.  >> certain / *certain >> 
b. Every building is 10% likely to collapse.  >> 10% likely / *10%likely >> 

Clearly both views can't be correct at the same time. Thus our point of departure will be the
intermediate view of Iatridou & Sichel (2011) (henceforth I&S), according to whom A-
reconstruction is possible unless the DP is modified by negation (i.e. NegDP), thereby
explaining cases such as (2.a). We agree with I&S, but wish to add another factor to the
equation, one that lies at the syntax-semantics interface and focuses on the raising predicate
(e.g. modal) rather than the quantifier. Initial evidence for the effect of the raising predicate
comes from I&S:

(3) No one seems to solve the problem. * >> seem / seem >> 
(3) contrasts with (2.a) with regards to the scope of the quantifier. I&S claim that the 
difference arises from replacing certain with the Neg-raising seem. A Neg-raising predicate
scopes above negation, as can be seen in (4.b):

(4) a. It is not certain that he will win  it is certain that he will lose.
b. It does not seem that he will win = it seems that he will lose.

I&S's syntactic claim interestingly coincides with a semantic one. Both seem and certain 
convey belief and are thus semantically represented by epistemic modals, but each stands
for a different type of epistemic modality. Following Lyons (1977), we propose a distinction
between subjective and objective epistemic modals, and add that the former are used
expressively, conveying the degree of belief of the speaker with regards to the asserted
proposition, and reside in a syntactically high position, specifically higher than sentential
negation, which explains their Neg-raising property. The latter are used descriptively as part
of the proposition and are positioned lower. An indication for the high position of seem is
found in cases of interaction with focused material:

(5) a. JOHN seems to be winner material, not Mary.  Foc >> seem/ seem >> Foc
b. JOHN is certain to be winner material, not Mary. Foc >> certain/ *certain >> Foc
c. JOHN is certainly winner material, not Mary. Foc >> certainly/ certainly >> Foc

Seem can have scope over the focused  JOHN, resulting in a contrastive interpretation for
(5.a), while this interpretation is not available for certain. Following Rizzi (1997), we take
JOHN to be located in the left periphery in FocP, and seem to be located in ForceP:

(6) [CP ForceP >> TopP >> FocP >> TopP >> FinP >> [TP …]]
We argue that the reason for certain not to have an expressive reading is that the modal
adverb variant certainly already fulfils this role, and indeed the modal adverb is able to
scope over the focused element (5.c).
More evidence for the existence of different syntactic positions for epistemic modals comes
from the connection between the two types of modality and their scope over quantifiers in 
various languages. English, for example, is a language in which epistemic modality is 
primarily (but not always) interpreted expressively.



Thus, the modal has wide scope resulting in (7) being contradictory (cf. von Fintel & Iatridou,
2003):

(7) #Every student may have left but not every one of them has. >>(inconsistent)

Dutch, on the other hand, is a language in which epistemic modality is primarily interpreted 
descriptively (cf. Huitink, 2008) and indeed the  modal has narrow scope and (8) is not 
contradictory:

(8) a. Iedere student kan vertrokken zijn, maar niet iedere student is vertrokken. >> (consistent)

Every student may left be but not every  student be left.
Interestingly, Chinese has a particle dou which marks the scope of a given QP. This particle 
interacts with epistemic modals in a manner that nicely parallels the evidence from English 
and Dutch, i.e. expressive modals (9.a) have wide scope and descriptive modals (9.b) have
narrow (cf. Lin, 2012):

(9) a. Mei-ge xuesheng keneng dou likai-le.
Every student may DOU leave. >>

b. Mei-ge xuesheng dou keneng likai-le. >>
There are two possible theoretical routes that can subsequently be pursued, both explored in 
the talk. The first is to follow Cinque's (1999) functional hierarchy and claim that expressive
epistemic modals (e.g. seem) are base-generated high in the left periphery while descriptive
epistemic modals (e.g. certain) are base-generated low, while some epistemic modals (e.g.
likely) are ambiguous. The second option is to adopt Lin’s (2012) analysis, in which
modals are analyzed as quantifiers and as such are subject to QR. On this analysis, the two
positions for the modals are derived syntactically via movement. From either base-
generation analysis or movement analysis i t  follows that lower modals allow reconstruction 
while high modals do not, even without negation as seen below:

(10) a. Somebody is certain to be lost on the way there.  >> certain / certain>>
b. Everybody seems to be lost. *>>seem / seem>>

Thus (1) and (2.a) are explained by a combination of syntactic and semantic factors. 
However, we are left with Lasnik's second problem (2.b). Our solution is that likely is
ambiguous between expressive and descriptive readings, but the use of explicit probabilities
is strongly connected to objective chances which are descriptive. However, we can 
manipulate the context into a subjective reading of the probabilities (i.e. personal 
probabilities), which is expressive and thus has wide scope:

(11) There is a boxing match and I've place two bets, each bet on one of the boxers: "One
of my bets is 100% likely to succeed". * >> 100%likely / 100%likely >> 
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